
Your contribution 

Should you wish to make a formal submission, please consider the questions below, noting 

that you do not have to respond to all of the questions, instead you may choose to respond to 

only some of them. 

1. What are your suggestions to improve the Victorian community's understanding of mental illness

and reduce stigma and discrimination?

2. What is already working well and what can be done better to prevent mental illness and to support

people to get early treatment and support?

3. What is already working well and what can be done better to prevent suicide?
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Haunted by inaccurate criminal

files

May 30, 2004 — 10.00am

A woman cleared of sexual abuse is trying to remove her name from a police

database. Mark Russell reports.

Civil libertarians are calling for an overhaul of police recordkeeping after a mother

of two discovered she had been wrongly listed as a sex offender for more than a

decade.

The Victoria police database states Michelle Thornton was charged on February

18, 1994, with sexually abusing a boy, 5, but this was in fact the date a police

superintendent recommended no charges be laid against her.

The case was dropped and Ms Thornton, from Cobram, was never charged after an

investigation by Shepparton police found the allegations could not be proved.

Ms Thornton, 45, a disabled pensioner who has multiple sclerosis, was devastated

to find her name listed on the police Law Enforcement Assistance Program (LEAP)

database.

She had filed a Freedom of Information request to check if her name was on the

LEAP system after reading media reports about police officers improperly

accessing information 011 the database.

The F01 documents revealed Ms Thornton‘s case was listed under the heading,

"LEAP, Victoria Police,1ncident Report and Case Progress".

Ms Thornton's name, age, occupation, height, weight, hair, C0111plexi011,bui1d, race

and address are listed under "Accused details".

Rape, indecent assault, and sexual penetration with a child, are included in the

"offence" category.

The "remarks" section reads: "Allegations of sexual molestation".
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